
Seamless VMware Migrations to Google Cloud VMware Engine with 
Zencore

Migrating your VMware Cloud Foundation (VCF) workloads to Google 
Cloud VMware Engine (GCVE) can be complex and challenging. 
Zencore, a leading Google Cloud consulting and services firm, is 
here to simplify your migration journey. Our expert team of Google 
Cloud architects and engineers ensures a smooth, structured, and 
predictable transition to GCVE.
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For more detail go to https://zencore.dev

How Zencore Simplifies VCF to GCVE Migrations

 9 Tailored Migration Strategy: We assess your unique VCF 
environment, existing dependencies, and desired cloud 
outcomes to develop a customized migration plan.

 9 Proven Framework: Our field-tested migration assessment 
ensures a smooth and predictable transition process.

 9 Google Cloud Expertise: Our deep understanding of 
Google Cloud and GCVE architecture guarantees optimal 
performance and configuration of your migrated workloads.

 9 License Optimization: We help you evaluate your existing 
VCF licenses and the new licensing model on GCVE to 
ensure you use the most cost-effective strategy for your 
needs.

 9 Hybrid Cloud Enablement: We assist in establishing the 
necessary connectivity and management tools between 
your on-premises environment and GCVE to support your 
hybrid cloud strategy.
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Challenges of Migrating VCF 
Workloads

 ϭ Complexity: Of network 
reconfiguration and workload 
adjustments.

 ϭ Downtime Risks: Minimizing 
downtime for critical business 
applications.

 ϭ License Management: 
Optimizing licensing 
implications within GCVE.

The Zencore Advantage

 ϭ Tailored Migration Strategy: 
Our Google Cloud experts 
develop a customized 
migration plan aligned with 
your needs and goals.

 ϭ Google Cloud Expertise: Our engineers’ deep understanding of Google Cloud and GCVE 
architecture ensures optimal performance and configuration of your migrated workloads.

 ϭ License Optimization: We help you adopt the most cost-effective licensing strategy for your needs.

 ϭ Hybrid Cloud Enablement: We assist in establishing connectivity 
and management tools to effectively implement and manage your 
hybrid cloud strategy.

 ϭ Minimized Downtime: Our meticulous planning and automation 
help reduce downtime and minimize disruptions during migration.

 ϭ Google Cloud Native Expertise: We help you realize the full 
potential of Google Cloud beyond just migration.

 ϭ Partnership Approach: Our ‘build with’ model ensures 
knowledge transfer and sets you up for long-term 
success.

Request a consultation with one of our expert Google Cloud 
practitioners today.
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